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“ 24 beers in a case.
24 hours in a day.
Coincidence? I think not.”*
The much-missed Paul Newman
only touched the tip of the ice
bucket, but he captured the gist:
drinking is all about the numbers.
In our beloved capital you’re never
more than 84.7m from the nearest
watering hole. OK, so we made that
up – the point is, in London, the
numbers are stacked against you.
There are thousands of bars and
pubs in the world’s greatest city; if
even half of them of them were up
to sniff, you wouldn’t need us. But
the truth is – and you know it – you
do. You really do.
Enough about you. What about us?
Well, we’re brunette, sometimes
silver blonde, maybe just a bit
ginger in the beard; lanky and
petite; debonair, yet a little frayed
around the edges. Our heroes are
Tallulah Bankhead, Dean Martin,
Hemingway, Dorothy Parker, Rothko,
Billie Holiday and Withnail. We listen

out for Four Tet but we have been
spotted pogoing to the Killers at a
wedding disco.
We believe in substance over style,
and style in substances. We take
it straight, no mixer. Umbrellas are
for wet Mondays, not cocktails.
Actually, cocktails are for wet
Mondays, too.
Drink is our friend, and now it’s yours.
Drink is your in to the bars you need
to meet; it’s a join-the-dots roadmap
to long, hazy evenings – hotel bars,
local boozers, in-the-know speakeasies, gastropubs, DJ-friendly
shakedowns. We’ll be freshening up
your Drink every couple of months
or so with another 50 of this dirty old
town’s finest, to give you a chance
to catch up.
So: you. Our places – 10.30 tonight.
And bring a friend.

© POKY PUBLISHING LTD.
All rights reserved. Nothing in this
magazine may be reproduced in
whole or part without the express
permission from the publishers. We
welcome contributions, photographs,
stories etc. We take no responsibility
for their safe return.
We have done our best to make
sure that all information is accurate,
but would emphasise that we, the
publishers, accept no responsiblity
for any mistakes or omissions. Please
note that the opinions expressed
in this magazine are strictly those
of the authors. All sponsors have
submitted their own copy, therefore
the publishers cannot accept any
responsibility for disputes between
advertisers and their customers.
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drink mag encourages responsible drinking
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Tucked away at the Highbury end of
Upper Street, 25 Canonbury Lane is
surrounded by a tangle of swanky
Georgian townhouses of the kind
once occupied by Tony and Cherie
Blair. (Don’t worry, this would not
be their kind of bar, although Linda
Blair would probably enjoy seeing
the regulars fired up on cocktails
and possessed by the spirit of having
a good time.) Though it’s away from
the main Islington action, being
hidden away is an asset – the bar
attracts an unpretentious local
crowd and you won’t have to camp
out at the bar for an hour every time
you want a drink.
With its stripped back-interior and
grown-up cocktail menu, this is one
for drinkers who find the Marquess
Tavern a bit too foodie and the Elk
in the Woods a little knowing and
urbane. Lined with timber and
old mirrors and lit by candles and
chandeliers, the lounge is small
enough to feel cosy, but roomy

25 Canonbury Lane
Islington
N1 2AS
enough that you don’t have to
worry about fellow revellers spilling
your drink. Weekends are boisterous;
weekday evenings are quieter,
with a regular crowd of local
thirty-somethings who drop by
for a chinwag with the bar staff
and an inexpensive bowl of Thai
curry on the way home from work.
In a neighbourhood where vodka
tonic is frequently the most imaginative
cocktail, the list of shots and modern
classics is impressive (the raspberry
martinis and Manhattans come
highly recommended), but plenty of
regulars retreat with a bottle of wine
to the cosy nook at the back, with
its skylight roof, flagstone floor and
divans piled with cushions. It’s the
best spot in the bar and accordingly
it gets grabbed almost immediately
– come early if you want to stake out
this space at weekends.
bars close by...Albert & Pearl, Library
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THE CHARLES LAMB

ANGEL

16 Elia Street

TELEPHONE
0207 837 5040

One of North London’s most charmingly
eccentric freehouses, the Charles
Lamb is a London local with a hint of
Gallic exuberance that marks it out
from the crowd. The owner Camille
has family ties to Brittany, and the
food menu at her cosy corner pub is
a joyous celebration of the Entente
Cordiale. Locals flock here after work
for hearty British snackables and
French treats like pork rillettes with
cornichons and toast. Hell, there are
even a few Spanish delicacies thrown
in for good measure.

bon viveur who gave his name to the
pub and his pen-name to the street
outside.

Islington
N1 8DE

Put images of Café Rouge out of your
head. You won’t find tricolore beermats
or Johnny Halliday on the soundsystem, though regulars are happy
to join in annual game of boule on
Elia St to celebrate Bastille Day.
For our money, the mood is more a
flashback to the English pubs of the
1950s, with hand-picked posies on the
tables and windowsills piled up with
old-fashioned board games. Dotted
around the walls are eclectic artworks,
including a cut-paper depiction of
Charles Lamb, the Islington writer and
8
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thecharleslamb
pub.com

Behind the bar, the Lamb takes full
advantage of its freehouse status,
serving substantial English real ales
and full-flavoured international brews
like Californian Sierra Nevada pale ale,
Bavarian Konig Ludwig (brewed at the
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang castle) and
cloudy Cidre Breton. On warm summer
days, patrons drift outside to soak up
the afternoon rays from the tables and
benches along Elia Street, frequently
joined by Mascha, the pub Staffie. It’s
one of those pubs where everyone
seems to know everyone - the Lamb
is as intimate and uncontrived
as the beer halls on Upper Street
are superficial and townie. Vive la
difference!
bars close by...Island Queen, Duke of
Cambridge

THE STAR

ARCHWAY

TELEPHONE
0207 263 9067

WEB
thestar-n19.co.uk

It’s the personal touches that make a
pub into a local, and the owners of the
Star have done a sterling job of turning
an old Victorian (public) house into a
home. The stripped-back walls are
covered in vintage mirrors and eclectic
taxidermy, assembled from jaunts to
antique fairs and bric-a-brac shops
Church candles and standard lamps
create puddles of light on the wooden
tables, and dangling vines make a
bower of the cosy back garden. The
Star even has a resident pub dog,
Fred, who can often be found by the
crackling open fire in the corner.
Drinkers are mainly locals from the
terraced rows around Dartmouth
Park Hill, who see the pub as an
extension of their living rooms. Early on
weekday evenings, you’ll see plenty
of people tapping on laptops before
settling down to a pint and a plate
of devilled kidneys on the way home
from work. Chef James cooks up some
lip-smacking dishes using locallysourced, seasonal ingredients, homegrown fruit, veg and herbs, and fish
whirled in from Billingsgate Market. The
menu is gastro but the attitude is laid-

47 Chester Road
Archway
N19 5DF
back local. Most nights, the soundtrack
comes from the well-stocked jukebox
(we like the way Johnny Cash rubs
shoulders with the Clash), but there’s
a regular programme of live music in
the upstairs lounge.
Aside from the food and the neighbourly
feel, the big drawcard here is the drink
list. The taps feature some surprising
guest ales from small English brewers you won’t find Nethergate’s Umbel Ale,
made with coriander, on many taps in
the capital. Fans of that apple tang will
enjoy the bottled organic ciders and
vinophiles can sample some quirky
English wines alongside more familiar
old and new world labels. All in all,
a very agreeable and progressive
neighbourhood pub.
bars close by...The Flask, The Wrestlers
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Callooh Callay
you say?
When we visited, this new Shoreditch
bar was barely open, paint still drying
on the über-chic walls, industrial crane
chandelier feature just installed (stay with
us here) and the name Callooh Callay still
not 100% decided.
A collaboration between ex-LoungeLover
manager and general bar-wizard Richard
Wynne and much-respected leftfield
design firm D2 (you may remember them
from such hot tickets as Trailer Happiness
or Idlewild), Callooh Callay aims to set
Rivington Street alight with a quirky,
surreal interior boasting an unpretentious,
high-quality bar and cocktail menu. We
asked Richard to tell us what’s what.
Q: Callooh Callay... what does it all mean?
A: It’s in a line from Jabberwocky, that old
poem by Lewis Carroll - the most famous
poem ever created using only made-up
words. Basically, it makes no sense.
Callooh Callay has no literal meaning, but
it encapsulates our attitude: “it’s great to
be alive - let’s all celebrate!’
Q: With your background, it was obvious
design was going to be a hot element...
A: I went to D2 with the design brief: classic
British with a punk twist. Think Eddie Izzard
and Paul Smith playing Twister in the British
Library. They liked the idea so much they
wanted to invest, so the project became a
marriage between us. It was great to work
with designers who were creative, but who
also understood the functionality of bars!
There are three main areas of the bar. We
got in this antique Parisian 1920s wardrobe,
so you have go through the wardrobe,
Narnia style, to reach the rear of the bar.
The back room is tiled with cassette tapes
that we salvaged from a music school that

was closing - we’ve got everything from
Mozart’s 5th Concerto to Jennifer Briggs’
Grade 5 piano tape! We’ve got a huge
(working!) neon-orange crane in there that
holds a chandelier, a DJ booth and smoked
mirrors. There’s also a 42Below booth
which curtains off for absolute privacy.
Upstairs, the members’ area is completely
purple - purple flocking, purple carpets with a small bar serving bottled spirits and
champagne: think Del Boy’s bar, the one he
had in the living room of his flat...
Q: And the bar and cocktail menu - were
you behind that, too?
A: Yes, along with bartender of the year
Sean Wear (from Lab) and Jeremy
Blackthorne (from Edinburgh’s Voodoo
Lounge). The cocktail menu features a
few classics and some crazy ideas - crazy
but great! My favourite is ‘An Ale of Two
Cities’, served with chips, salt and vinegar.
There’s also a Seven Tiki rum punch which
we serve in an old gramophone - we just
hollowed out the centre. It’s still got the
arm and needle!
Q: Talk us through Cazadores tequila
flights...
A: We’ll offer samplings of different aged
tequilas and rums - stay off the shots and
sample spirits like this!
Q: Some might say Shoreditch needs a new
bar like the US needs John McCain. Why
should we head to Callooh Callay?
A: Although a couple of new bars have
opened, the scene seems a little stagnant
and safe. We wanted to set a precedent
with design and service, with more
bespoke and original ideas. In any area,
the better variety of bars there are, the
better.

CALLOOH CALLAY 65 Rivington St, London, EC2A 3AY, 0791 927 311. CALLOOHCALLAYBAR.CO.UK
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NEW
BAR

Cellar N1

KINGS CROSS

TELEPHONE
0207 713 8777

WEB
cellarn1.co.uk

Now that King’s Cross is home to
Eurostar (at St Pancras), the British
Library, spangly new arts venue King’s
Place, and the Guardian, the days
when the only reasons to come here
were to score crack and catch a train to
Hull are ancient history. Even Islington
is seeping this way. There loads of
glossy buildings, artsy bookshops
and contemporary galleries, plus a
palpable buzz in the air.
Cellar N1 has a great position on the
corner of a spruced-up ex-industrial
courtyard. It’s a snug converted
warehouse with exposed brick walls,
large glass windows, lipstick-red sofas,
little white cube seats and wooden
floors. Wooden steps lead up to an
intimate mezzanine, with four dark
brown two-seater leather sofas and a
big arched window with views over the
square. In good weather you can sit at
outside tables on the courtyard.
Staff are friendly, laid-back and chatty,
and there are plans for wine-tasting
sessions and courses – from beginners’
one-offs to six-week extravaganzas.
There’s also a handwritten cocktail list,

Varnishers Yard
Kings Cross
N1 9AF
with some tasty mixes ranging from
classics such as the French Martini to
extraordinary innovations dreamed
up by one of the barmen, such as
Cream Dream, with chocolate cream
liqueur, Kahlua, Baileys, Cointreau and
single cream, served with a flake (it’s
probably wise not to overdo these).
Clientele are mainly local office
workers, ranging from Eurostar heads
to local designers, and it’s at its busiest
for after-work drinks, at its liveliest on
Thursdays and Fridays. It’s attached
to Kitchin N1, a roomy restaurant that
feels the same design-wise – pared
back with exposed brickwork – and
where you can eat lunch or dinner
from a hotel-style buffet of Thai,
Chinese, Italian and Indian food.
Friendly, good-value, unpretentious
and welcoming, with wine-tasting
and cocktails involving chocolate
flakes – Cellar N1 is a handy new
King’s Cross creation, ideal for an
after-work unwind.
bars close by...Ruby Lounge, Big Chill House
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Bar Polski

HOLBORN

11 Little Turnstile
Holborn
WC1V 7DX

TELEPHONE
0207 831 9679

What’s this? A little bit of Gdansk in
the middle of Holborn? Tucked away
in a Holborn side street few venture
down, this cracking Polish bar has
a minimalist, almost utilitarian feel,
with its grey walls and hanging strip
lights broken up only by a jarringly
incongruous corn-coloured mural
depicting a farmyard. The largely
after-work Holborn office crowd are
the last people you’d expect to see
downing beers few would dare to
pronounce and supping on bigos
and placki. But if this place sounds
unlikely, it seems to work a treat.

that glitter temptingly in fridges
behind the bar. The descriptions of
the spirits read like a wine
. list – as
well as mainstay classic Zubróvka
bison grass, more outré selections
include sweet coconut vodka,
chocolate vodka and a range of
kosher dry vodkas, all for a very
decent £2.60 per shot.

With London enjoying a mini love
affair with all things Polish in recent
years, this is a great place to try
one of eight bottled Polish
. lagers
including the delicious Zubr, from
Białystok (named for Poland’s
indigenous bison),
as well as better
.
known tipples Zywiec and Lech. But
this being a Polish establishment,
pride of place rightly goes to the
enormous selection of Polish vodkas
12
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-

All this, and there’s still the food.
Plates of steaming pierogi (Polish
dumplings with sauce), bowls of
hot barszcz (beetroot soup) and a
delicious cheesecake make for great
bar snacking, all served up by the
friendly Polish staff who seem to
enjoy hearing locals’ embarrassed
attempts to pronounce them. The
only drawback is the place’s rampant
popularity – it’s hard to get a table
between 6pm and 9pm, and arguably
best to head here late when the suitset have decamped to zone 6 and
you can hear your companions talk.
bars close by...Guanabara, Ship Tavern

CAMDEN

TELEPHONE
0207 225 9651

Edinboro Castle
WEB
edinborocastle
pub.co.uk

The Edinboro Castle might look
like your typical modern local – it
has the prerequisite gastropub
leather sofas, blackboard menus
and wooden floorboards – but the
owners have an eccentric streak.
Check out the jewelled curtains,
red and white beaded waterfall
lampshades, furry zebra pattered
wallpaper and feather boa frames
straight out of Bettie Page’s
boudoir. The whole ensemble is
illuminated by huge windows that
draw in light from the beer garden
without detracting from the pub’s
general cosiness.
Speaking of beer gardens, the
sprawling, grassy outdoor space
must be one of the best in London.
There are loads of heated booths,
an outdoor bar and barbeque
area, a football table, twinkly fairy
lights and a dog-friendly policy
(quite a few punters bring their furry
friends along for a round of water
and dog biscuits).

57 Mornington Terrace
Camden
NW1 7RU
Drinks here are excellent, though
there’s more here for fans of that
continental thang than for CAMRA
ale-hounds. As well as a varied wine
list, you’ll find several respectable
ales, plus Belgian fruit beers such
as Früli and Appleboq, and an
interesting range of lagers on tap.
The chinking racks of bottles in the
fridge include Chimay, Cruzcampo
and Timmerman’s Peche.
Food is solid English with a whiff of
the Mediterranean and North Africa,
so there are tagines and kofte
on the menu alongside the usual
steaks and Sunday roasts. Throw in
a laid-back crowd and this is a great
place to kick back and while away
an evening or a sunny afternoon.
bars close by...The Engineer, The Lansdowne
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Sherry’s a jolly
good fellow!
A great drink with a bad rep.
Sophie Walker sorts it all out
In the same way you might think a
can of White Lightning equals ‘tramp
in a park’ you might reasonably
think a glass of Amontillado equals
‘gran on the sofa at Christmas’.
Sherry has long had a dubious
reputation which buddies it up
with the blue rinse brigade and
cheese-on-a-stick parties circa
1973, but a new wave of chic
Spanish restaurants springing up
around London are heralding it
as a thoroughly modern, highly
sophisticated aperitif which
deserves a timely renaissance.
Firstly, prepare yourself for a
taste surprise. Forget the sickly,
fortified sweetness of Bristol
Cream (sophistication in a brand
name, non?), and with the right
choice of vineyard you can expect
fresh, caramelized, dry or even
salty sherry.
Hotshot restaurateurs Eddie and
Sam Hart opened the sleek and
seriously over-subscribed Soho
tapas bar Barrafina in 2007 after
the unlikely success of Fino, a
basement in Bloomsbury which
drew London’s great and good
14

to its pricey little plates of chorizo
and tortilla. Join the queues at
lunch or dinner or just cut to the
chase and stake your claim to a
barstool early to sample a range
of perfectly chilled sherries. The
Angel Zamorano and Pastrana are
pleasantly astringent little numbers
which cut through the delicious, oily
offerings which include excellent
Jabugo ham, cut from the whole
shoulder joint skewered behind
the bar.
The equally popular, even newer
Dehesa, a moodily-lit, rather stylish
operation on a corner off Carnaby
Street has a delicious Pastrana
which reckons well with the gamey
taste of their unctuous pâté.
Head East to the perennially trendy
yet grown-up Eyre Brothers and
you will find a £30 half bottle of
Amontillado which could change
your mind permanently about the
usual first-course Sancerre.
Eschew the Bristol Cream in favour
of a dry Fino and raise your glass
with pride as a sherry now equals
‘adventurous oenophile in situ’.

15

Sun & 13 Cantons

PICCADILLY CIRCUS

21 Great Pulteney Street
SOHO
W1F 9NG

TELEPHONE
0207 734 0934

We scanned Google for insights
into the unusual name of this lively
Soho taproom, but all we came
up with was Ezra Pound waxing
lyrical about some mythical Chinese
ancestors and the dark musings of
Dante’s Inferno. For our money, the
name conjures up images of arcane
mythology and trips to Spanish
monasteries where monks guard
ancient secrets, though this might
have been something to do with the
etched-glass sun symbols on the
windows.

the European café mood which
continues on downstairs in the
function room. We half expected
to see Edith Piaf pushing through
the crowd bemoaning the fact
that she didn’t go to Specsavers.

Inside, the Sun & 13 Cantons is every
inch the Soho public house, attracting
crowds of good-natured after-work
drinkers, as it probably did back
when Victoria was HRH. However, the
owners have ditched the Victorian
chintz for something altogether
more classy. Art Deco light fittings
with filament bulbs cast a moody
glow that made us think of 1920s
Paris; tall mirrors, whirring fans and
polished granite tables added to
16
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At its heart though, the Sun is an
honest London watering hole, as
evidenced by the mix of ales and
lagers at the bar (though we also
noted fruity Belgian Früli on the taps).
This is a pub of two halves: half the
regulars love to hang out outside
on the pavement, where they can
escape the restrictive dictats of the
smoking ban, while the other half
engages in intense conversations
at the tables indoors. Even when it’s
packed outside, you may find a seat
inside at the back – a rare thing in
this neck of the metropolis.
bars close by...Red Bar, Graphic Bar

THE Player

Oxford Circus

TELEPHONE
0871 223 1275

WEB
thplyr.com

If you’re out drinking in Soho, a
basement dive is where it’s at. It
somehow fits with Soho’s Soho-ness:
the vibe of hidden drinking dens,
bored-looking door-ladies in fishnets,
sex shops, advertising folk carrying
DJ bags, off-duty actors with drinking
problems, and the sense that legendary
characters have stalked these streets
– maybe even tonight.
The Player is the kind of basement you
need here: big yet intimate, sexy but
not sleazy, and open late Thursday
(1am), Friday and Saturday (2am). Disco
balls sparkle, spotlights twinkle, and
the parquet bar gives it a vaguely ’70s
feel. In fact, this could be a location
setting for Boogie Nights, without the
porn stars.
It was cocktail king Dick Bradsell who
opened the Player in 1998, a subterranean vanguard of the resurgence
of London’s cocktail culture. It closed
in 2001 before reopening under the
present management, who didn’t
change it much (‘don’t fix what ain’t
broke’, reads the menu). Cocktail
consultant is now Dale DeGroff,

8 BROADWICK STREET
SOHO
W1F 8HN
and the drinks are still fabulously,
delectably good ways to get tipsy.
As well as the classics, there are
alcoholic innovations, like Fa’afafene,
which mixes 42 below vodka with lime
and apple, honey and passionfruit
syrups, or Fabulous Gay Wedding,
with Tanqueray, lime juice, honey,
cucumber, strawberries, raspberries
and Prosecco. And there’s no excuse
for drinking on an empty stomach
– the snacks hit the nail on the head
(think Atlantic Prawns, chips with
jalapeño relish, or mini chorizo
sandwich with onion marmalade).
Thursday to Saturday DJs plunder
the dub, disco, house, funk and booty
drawers, but it’s a bar rather than a
club, with plenty of pod-like seating
so that you can hunker down for a
tête-à-tête. That it’s a members-only bar
after 11pm gives a sense of exclusivity,
but it’s quite easy to become a member
(see the website), and we’ve heard
whispers you can sometimes get in
even if you’re not. Shhh.
bars close by...Floridita, The Endurance

17

Annex 3

Oxford Circus

6 Little Portland Street
Marylebone
W1W 7JE

TELEPHONE
0207 631 0700

Imagine being a cocktail olive, rolling
around in a crystal glass surrounded
by swirls of colour and spangles of
light. That’s what it feels like to drink
at Annex 3, the West End bar run by
Hassan Abdullah, Michel Lasserre
and Stefan Karlson, the talented
trio behind Les Trois Garçons
and Loungelover. With this being
Marylebone – well, the Marylebone
fringes – there’s no need for the
knowing cool of their East London
enterprises, so the designers have
given free reign to camp. There are
chairs shaped like slingback pumps,
the ceiling is covered in shimmering
chandeliers and the walls are a riot
of foil, fairy lights and brocade.

If you’re bored by White Russians
and tired of Long Island Iced Tea,
why not go Japanese with a Wasabi
Kiss? (In case you didn’t know, it’s
wasabi, basil and kiwi, mixed with
vodka, coconut rum and Drambuie.)
Alongside these wacky combinations
are some more restrained ‘Old Flames’
and a stand-out selection of punches
and classics.

Flamboyant as it is, the décor pales
compared to the cocktail menu.
Anyone who thinks that the last
cocktail invented in London was the
gin sling should think again – the
‘New Flames’ list has some of the
most imaginative creations seen this
side of the alien bar in Star Wars.
18

WEB
annex3.co.uk

Annex 3 is split into two zones. Cocktail
lovers gather in the rear bar, on an
eclectic collection of vintage designer
chairs, but there’s also a stylish
restaurant at the front, serving
innovative modern European dishes
that show the clear influence of the
chefs at Les Trois Garçons. To make
a night of it, come early for the prix
fixe menu (served before 7.30pm)
then set aside the rest of the evening
to work through the cocktail list.
bars close by...Shochu Lounge, Market Place

Two Floors

PICCADILLY CIRCUS

TELEPHONE
0207 439 1007

WEB
barworks.co.uk

In Hoxton, a bar called Two Floors
would come across as knowingly
ironic. In Soho, it just sounds like a
simple statement of fact. Tucked
away at the south end of Kingly
Street, Two Floors does indeed
have two floors – a busy upstairs
lounge and a small downstairs
room full of tiki lamps and bamboo
that reminded us ever so slightly
of Elvis’s living room in Graceland.
Before you take that analogy too
far, the designers have shown
commendable subtlety – while
other bars plaster their walls with
Hawaiian murals, Two Floors invokes
the feel of a ’70s lava lounge using
nothing more complicated than
flickering tealights in volcano-red
covers.
The first thing you notice when you
walk in the door is the plastic-letter
bar menu, with a list of cocktails
as long as a Long Island Iced Tea,
starting from a very respectable £6.
Regulars swear by the caipirinhas

3 Kingly Street
Soho
W1B 5PD
(Brazilian cachaça, sugar and lime)
and caipiroskas (the same, but with
vodka). Many cocktail bars go all
out for the spirit-based concoctions
and forget those of us who relish the
fusion of hops, barley and yeast, but
Two Floors has a generous selection
of bottled lagers (including Modelo
and Brooklyn) and ales (including
connoisseur labels St Peter’s and
Sierra Nevada).
The other thing we rate about Two
Floors is the unpretentious mood.
Despite the Will Broome ‘scary
panda’ prints on the walls, nobody
will take a second glance if your
jeans aren’t the coolest brand or
you came out in office brogues
instead of Jimmy Choos. We find the
mixed crowd a welcome change
from the all-media clientele at some
of the local competition. A cocktail
bar you can actually relax in – now
that’s a novel idea!
bars close by...Sun & 13 Cantons, The White Horse
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Brasilians drink Sagatiba to
celebrate summer.Which means they
drink Sagatiba all year long.

William IV

OLD STREET

7 Shepherdess Walk
Shoreditch
N1 7QE

TELEPHONE

At last, a gentrified pub that stays
loyal to the name on the sign. With
its shabby-chic, scuffed white
interior and gastronomic leanings,
the William IV feels like the kind
of place that a playboy monarch
would hide one of his mistresses
to keep her out of the public eye.
Everything inside is beautifully
worn and white, but there are
splashes of colour – a faded, furled
union Jack in one corner, a case
of stuffed game-birds on the wall,
a giant portrait of King William in
all his puffed-up finery. It sounds
a little wild, but it works, with just
the right level of glam, pomp and
circumstance.

and mash. For diners with grown-up
palates, there are classic salads and
some very enticing seafood dishes
(the salmon and black pepper ravioli
and marinated mackerel with pickled
fennel particularly tickled our fancy).

The design flair continues in the
upstairs dining room. All pinstripe
wallpaper and old school photographs, this could almost be the
refectory at an exclusive Oxford
college, and the menu fits the old
boy theme – lots of gourmet takes
on fishcakes, burgers, and sausage
20

0203 119 3010

WEB

williamthefourth.
co.uk

Against this posh backdrop, it’s a
pleasant surprise to find some
old-fashioned pub activities taking
place during the week. Monday is
quiz night (the main prize is a free
lunch – so they do exist) and Sundays
feature board games, jugs of Bloody
Marys, evening movie screenings,
and a stuff-yourself-silly Sunday
roast for a tenner. Every few
Saturdays, acoustic bands jangle
in the main lounge followed by
breakbeat DJs till the wee hours.
For our money, this is quite a find in
the urban jungle north of City Road.
bars close by...Charles Lamb, Wenlock Arms

Premium Multidistilled Cachaça, fresh pressed from
Brasil’s finest cane. Perfect for your cocktails.
Distributed by Inspirit Brands. 44 (0) 20 7739-1333
www.sagatiba.com Please, drink responsibly.
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At Proud

Camden Town

The Stables Market
Chalk Farm Road
Camden, NW1 8AH

TELEPHONE

Camden can rightly be proud of this
former horse hospital turned bar,
exhibition space and live music
venue, set above the mobbed Stables
market. High-energy revellers may
have replaced the knackered steeds,
but the building’s singular character
remains blissfully intact.

regularly adorn the walls can be
yours for a mere 500 or so quid).
The largest serves as the venue’s
club and music space, dominated
by a stage where live acts play
indie rock, hip hop, jazz and electro
to an up-for-it, eclectic crowd that
encompasses trendies, drainpipejeaned rockers, glam girls and the
odd stray tourist.

Off a central cobbled walkway at
the back are several converted
stables; one houses the main bar,
the rest serve as individual drinking
booths, mixing peeling wooden
partitions and original tethering
rings with plasma TVs and black
and white photographs of rock gods
of old. A huge vaulted glass ceiling
rises overhead and vivid green
sculptures of meerkats, greyhounds
and other such creatures clamber
up the worn wooden beams.
By the building’s front entrance
are two white, minimalist exhibition
spaces (where the black and white
photos of musical legends that
22

0207 482 3867

WEB

atproud.net

There’s so much going on here
that the drinks are almost beside
the point, but drinkers will not be
disappointed. Wines, spirits and
international bottled beers are
the name of the game and the
outdoor terrace is the perfect place
to pull up a rock star emblazoned
deck chair and sip on a bottle of
Estrella or Harbin whilst taking in
an appropriately urban view over
Camden’s rooftops and train tracks.
bars close by...Cottons, Bar Fly

OLD STREET

TELEPHONE
0207 608 3406

Wenlock Arms
WEB
wenlock-arms.
co.uk

What’s that Withnail? Two ales,
two halves and a pack of pork
scratchings? We’re sorry; stepping
into the nostalgic interior of the
Wenlock Arms transported us straight
back to the Mother Black Cap with
Withnail and Marwood. We mean
that in a good way – the Wenlock is a
corner boozer right out of the 1960s,
from the dustsheet-covered piano
near the door to the smoke-coloured
paint on the ceiling. Pubs like this
simply don’t exist any more, and that
makes this family-run ale-house a
London treasure.
The Wenlock has been voted ‘Best Pub
in North London’ on four separate
occasions by the Campaign for Real
Ale for the impressive line-up of
guest ales along the bar – nine at
the latest count, sourced from all
over the country and perfectly
conditioned. Try a pint of ale here,
then a pint of ale at any other pub
in the area, and you’ll see what we
mean. Drinkers are a mixture of

26 Wenlock Road
Old Street
N1 7TA
bearded ale-addicts and groups
of students and thirty-somethings
enthusiastically tasting their way
along the taps. (The website has
a list of all the barrels currently
residing in the cellar.)
On Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays,
the dustsheet is whipped off the old
Joanna and veteran musicians belt
out jazz standards from between
the wars. Members of the crowd
often take a turn on the ivories while
performers break for a pint during
the Sunday afternoon piano sessions.
It’s good, honest, barrelhouse fun,
and we can’t praise the range of
real ales highly enough. If you want
to see what pubs were like before
the All Bar Ones and O’Neill’s came
along, there’s nowhere better this
side of the river.
bars close by...William the Forth, Qeens Head
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The COBURG BAR

BOND STREET

The Connaught Hotel
Carlos Place
W1K 2AL

TELEPHONE
0207 499 7070

It’s fair to say that history is made in
the Coburg. Well, to be accurate, lots
of pieces of history – the cocktail menu
is chronological, a canter through the
saga of mixed drinks through the ages,
from pre-1800 ancestors The Sours
to modern classics. It’s a sweeping,
technicolour epic peopled with a cast
list of innovative bartenders, ambitious
hoteliers and not a few celebrity soaks.
After all, why have a star or a rose
named after you when an eponymous
cocktail will have thirsty swingers
blessing your very name nightly? Would
a Marlene Dietrich by any other name
taste as sweet?

bartenders, the India Mahdavi-curated
refurb (sink-in velvet wingback chairs,
taupe walls, monochrome Julian Opie
cameos, black lacquered fireplace)
and, most eye-catchingly, in the party
on the adjacent table to us – quite the
most handsome array of people we’ve
clapped eyes on.

Fortunately, the display of cocktail
erudition isn’t just theoretical; bartenders
are hot on the practical side, too.
Innovation and experimentation are
fine, but the acid test is the ability to
do the simple things well, and here the
Coburg excels: the mojito is perfection,
crushed ice, mint and sweet-sour tang
superbly balanced.
They say true beauty is on the inside.
They’re only partly right. Here it’s in the
24

WEB
the-connaught.
co.uk

And yet we’ve rarely felt so comfortable
in a bar. Perhaps it’s the music, segueing
from prohibition-era ragtime to piano and
Latin jazz. Or the fat olives that keep
appearing without pressure to scan the
food menu. Or the smooth competence
and lack of pretension from the Holly
Golightly-like staff.
The Coburg is the second-best bar in
London, according to a recent awards
list. We think they might be underselling
it. Somewhere this special (with
correspondingly special prices) has
no right being so accessible to mere
mortals – it could be the ruin of us.
bars close by...Punch Bowl, Sketch

THE BAR

Hyde Park Corner

TELEPHONE
0207 629 8888

AT THE
DORCHESTER

WEB
thedorchester.com

The year is 1957. Kal-El relocates his
crystalline Fortress of Solitude from the
Arctic to Vegas, Sinatra sorts the music,
Peter Lawford chips in with the décor,
Deano fixes the drinks. And the girls.
Superman swings.
No, of course not. It’s London. The Bar
was revamped just a couple of years
back by Thierry Despont, and the cocktails
are a blend of tradition and innovation,
but you get the point. Emerging from an
entrance tunnel lined with horizontal
red light strips, we’re struck by The Bar’s
krypton-lounge vibe: walls fringed
with scarlet crystal shards, undulating
aubergine-gold banquettes, smooth
jazz. And yes, that is a good thing; some
distance the right side of too kitsch.
The Bar is secreted in the innards of the
Dorchester, cosseted away from the
prying eyes of casual passers-by, which
helps explain why it’s a haven of mellow
indulgence even at peak carousing
time Friday night. Sharp-suited players
swap sparkling laughs with chic women
sipping Champagne Shimmers – Snow
Queen and Cariel vodkas, cranberry,
elderflower liquor and champagne

Park Lane
Mayfair
W1K 1QA
glittered with gold dust, accompanied
by The Bar lip gloss. Of course, this
kind of glamour doesn’t come cheap,
especially if you’re peckish – even the
chicken club sandwich clocks in at £20.
But that’s missing the point; The Bar’s
sophistication and dedication to the
cocktail cause is exceptional. Take
the G&Ts – twelve variations. How far
would you go for perfection? Try this:
the Dorchester ‘Old Tom’ gin, recreated
from an original 17th-century recipe,
is customised with your choice of
three bespoke bitters (coriander is
lip-puckeringly good). With the pick of
whiskies, rums, vodkas, cognacs and
reputedly the country’s largest array
of vermouths, it’s a bibulous superhero’s fantasy.
Bring your friends. Bring your boss.
Bring Lois Lane. Hell, bring your mum
– it’s a democratic place, with staff who
somehow sound warmly sincere every
time they farewell with “We hope to see
you again soon.” You will, Bar; you will.
bars close by...China Tang, Salt
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Just relax. Go on, just relax.
And go south...
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SMOKE BAR

TOOTING BEC

TELEPHONE
0208 767 3902

WEB
www.smokerooms
clapham.com

14 Trinity Road
Tooting Bec
SW17 7RE

The deck chair smoking area by
the entrance is an indication of
the casual retro style of this
compact Tooting local. You’ll walk
into a corridor-like front room with
a glossy walnut bar, low-slung
leather armchairs, swirly sixties
lamps, and an electric fireplace of
the kind you’d find in grandma’s
house. At the back is a larger space
with a DJ booth, patio and the ‘sun
lounge’ – a sunset and palm tree
mural-plastered nook that looks like
the kind of place where Magnum PI
would sit back and unwind (were
he allowed) with a cigar.

diner moniker; you’ll find burgers,
huge organic breakfasts, Sunday
roasts and tapas.

The beers on tap are pretty
straightforward, so this isn’t the
place for aficionados of the stuff,
but there are great New World
wines on the menu, and the
impressive array of spirits is put
to work by a fine cocktail list that
includes delights such as amaretto
mojitos and espresso martinis.
Food is simple and lives up to the

bars close by...The Clarence, The Gateway

These guys keep things moving
with a range of activities – on movie
night, punters can rent a lounge
and chow down on popcorn and
hotdogs in front of a film (classic of
course) – and the vibe is relaxed
and friendly, helped by stylish,
energetic staff. At weekends DJs
spin eclectic, upbeat tunes to a
mixed crowd of chinos, hipsters
and townies that keeps the place
grounded and attitude-free.
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Clapham North

CLAPHAM NORTH

409 Clapham Road
Clapham
SW9 9BT

TELEPHONE
0207 274 2472

Just a hop and a skip from the tube
station of the same name – literally
(it’s right across the road) – this hip
south London pub positively insists
that you stop in for a drink on your
way home from work. Quite a few
people start off the evening here
planning to move on to central
London but never escape the
gravitational force of the giant-sized
leather armchairs in the main bar.

bottles behind the bar. That said,
plenty of people settle in for the
night with a bottle of vino on the
pavement tables on Clapham Road.
Whatever your poison, the long bar
and late license – till midnight most
weekdays and till 2am Friday and
Saturday – mean you won’t be stuck
watching the clock while the guy in
front of you gets served.

The interior is modern but moody
– lots of dark hues, standard lamps
and agreeably worn wooden
furniture. It’s a popular London look,
but potted palms and interesting
light-fittings add a certain ’70s flair,
matching the ’70s-flavoured funk
and soul on the sound system. On
Fridays and Saturdays, acoustic
singers belt out homespun lyrics,
while Saturdays feature DJs jamming
with live brass and vocals.
This is a lager-drinker’s pub rather
than an ale house, with half a dozen
Euro imports on tap and more in
28

WEB
theclaphamnorth.
co.uk

Football and lager go together like
Cristiano Ronaldo and GOOOAAALS!
On match nights, the back bar is
given over to plasma screens and
surround sound, while the beat
goes on as normal in the main
lounge. Factor in tasty pub grub,
chipper Australian bar staff and
room to swing a pretty big cat, and
you’ve got the recipe for a good
night out.
bars close by...Grey Goose, The Railway

The Bar Decor
Warehouse
Conspiracy
Theory
There’s something going on inside
London’s Drinking establishments.
Paul Bloomfield checks it out
Thirty years ago, in the days when
a bar was something you put across
your back door at night, the British
drank in Pubs. Pubs all served warm,
flat beer (Babycham for the ladies),
looked like the Rovers Return
but tattier, and smelled of Brut,
Woodbines, wet dogs and wetter
bar towels.
That was before the revolution.
In the late ’80s, a cunning
entrepreneur filled a warehouse
with woodworm-riddled ploughs,
old cider jugs and rusty hoes.
He then offloaded them all on
impressionable pub landlords
who bought into the concept
that their takings would rocket if
their boozer looked like it’d been
refurbed by the Wurzels. In the ’90s
he cleaned out Ikea and flogged
its wares at a massive mark-up
to a new generation of All Bar
Slugs. That same twisted genius
repeated his trick in the Noughties

with knackered brown sofas,
mismatched pew chairs, ’70s
velour lampshades and taupe
emulsion.
Today, Bar Interior Warehouse
Magnate has topped up his pension
fund riding the Shoreditch Industrial
Chic wave – sandblasted walls,
enormous extractor-duct pipes,
canteen tables and an authentic
echoing ambience.
Speeding headlong towards the
Teens, it’s clear this conspiracy
of bar beautification lunacy isn’t
ending any time soon. So what
does BIWM have lined up for the
new decade?
Look around. The factories are
closing, the call centres are taking
over – it’s all about the service
industry. BIWM will capture the
Zeitgeist with the Post-Industrial
Bar: essentially a licensed branch
of HSBC, you’ll perch on Herman
29
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Miller chairs at snap-fit desks
surrounded by posters listing interest
rates. Expect huge queues at the
bar – most tills close at the busiest
times. There’s also the danger Halifax
Howard the bespectacled teller/
barman will leap on the counter and
belt out a show tune in an irritatingly
perky fashion.
Slipstreaming the ’80s fashion revival,
BIWM is stocking up on Lamborghini
mirrors and Athena prints of scantily
clad women riding black panthers.
You’ll lounge on beanbags and
polyester sofas emblazoned with
migraine-inducing geometric
patterns, and order a pint of
Hofmeister or a Mateus Rosé to an
Ultravox soundtrack (though it’s
rather more Viennetta than Vienna).
Coming soon: Latvian Interrogation
Cell Chic. As the slammer door
clangs behind you, settle onto a
bedbug-infested cot as you select
from exotic tipples such as bootleg
potato vodka martinis, aftershave
daiquiris and boot-polish-residue
shooters. Ask for the gents and a
Stasi-uniformed barman will bark
directions to a bucket in the corner.
Just don’t ask about the lock-in
30

– you could be here for some time.
The Gym Bar will draw time-conscious
health freaks: it’s the Fitness First
Freehouse, where all spirits come
with a Lucozade Sport mixer. Don’t
look for chairs – there are only
spinning machines and treadmills.
We hope you enjoy MTV: it’s on 24/7,
blaring out from the screen covering
the entire back wall. Still, it’ll distract
you from the overwhelming aroma
of Deep Heat and Lynx.
Ice Bars? So last decade. The
Scott-Shackleton Saloon is a scale
replica of a pioneer-era Antarctic
hut. Within the packing-crate
walls all furnishings have sealskin
covers, the dress code demands
fur-lined hoods and frosted beards
(particularly for women), while the
kitchen knocks up horsemeat biltong
and husky carpaccio platters. What
not to say when nipping out for a
cigarette: “I am just going outside…
I may be some time.”
And BIWM’s final gambit? Reykjavík
Chic. Well, they were having a
clearout…
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THE CLARENCE

BALHAM

90 - 91 Balham High Road
Balham
SW12 9AG

TELEPHONE

OK, so the mismatched furniture
thing’s been done, but the Clarence
works junk shop chic to perfection,
hovering nicely between traditional
boozer and trendy style bar. Three
large rooms are decked out with all
kinds of weathered pieces; you can
pull up a tractor seat, set your drink
down on an old woodwork bench or
settle into a pre-requisite battered
leather sofa. Deeply coloured
lamp- shades cast an opium den
glow, and the multitude of mirrors
and clocks seem to be channelling
Salvador Dali.

whilst still feeling part of the crowd
indoors.

Hip twenty- and thirty-something
locals flock to soak up the laid-back
atmosphere, without the distraction
of pub quizzes, big screen TVs or
other pub accoutrements. In good
weather, people spill out into a
beer garden overlooking the High
Road; fairy lights twinkle in an
open-air atrium towards the back of
the bar, where people can suck in
carcinogens to their hearts’ content
32

0208 772 1155

WEB

capitalpubcompany.
com/clarence

This isn’t the place to rock up for
a pint of Stella or fiddly cocktails
– these people are serious about
their beer, and Budvar is as
mainstream as it gets. The fridge
holds an impressive selection of
bottled beers from around the
world – think Brooklyn Lager and
Belgian fruit lovelies – and there
are interesting beers and ciders on
tap, complete with handy tasting
notes of the kind you find slung
over bottles of wine in your local
offie. Wines are carefully selected
through regular staff tasting
sessions, and even the spirit shelf
has a sprinkling of rare breeds. An
excellent, solid menu of English pub
favourites backs up the down to
earth vibe.
bars close by...Firefly, The Grove

Metro GARDEN

CLAPHAM COMMON

TELEPHONE
0207 627 0632

WEB
-

No, you haven’t wandered onto
the set of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. The foliage and fairy lights
are all part of the moody décor at
this foodie-oriented wine bar in the
bustling heart of Clapham Common.
Most of the local competition goes
all out on bright lights and bling,
so Metro is a calm little pool of
sophistication. Girls on after-work
soirees come here for the sultry
lighting and theatrical flourishes;
guys bring dates for the intelligent
wine list and sparky modernEuropean-meets-Asian cooking.
Metro is split over three levels, with
a front porch lined with deep sofas
that you can vanish into with a
cocktail before dinner, and a main
dining-room lined with booths made
from recycled church pews (lit,
appropriately, by church candles).
Unusual Art Deco features leave you
wondering where the trim around the
interior came from – did Claridges
have a garage sale? The best place

9A Clapham Common South Side
Clapham
SW4 7AA
to settle in for the night is the
atmospheric rear conservatory
and marquee, set beneath a
canopy of tangled shrubbery and
spangly lights. In summer, diners
spill out into the garden beneath
the stars (now that should help
sell the place to a reluctant date!).
The food menu has a Western
European tang – lots of roast and
pan-fried meats and fish with
traditional European veg – but
occasional Asian and Arabic
ingredients add an Eastern flavour.
Savvy dinners opt for the two-course
set menu (evenings only, Monday
to Wednesday). Quaffs include
import beers, classic cocktails
and a robust wine list, with some
good organic reds and whites, and
there’s a pleasing fin de siècle feel
to the Sunday jazz sessions (held
on the first and third Sunday of the
month). We think Oberon would
have approved.
bars close by...Peoples Republic, The Loft
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SUN & DOVEs

Denmark Hill

61–63 Coldharbour Lane
Camberwell
SE5 9NS

TELEPHONE
0207 733 1525

Oh, for a local like this. The Sun and
Doves has long been a Camberwell
doyenne. Its artsy vibe, spaciousness,
busy social calendar (quiz night on
Wednesdays, films on Tuesdays,
special events on special days),
beer on tap (think Old Speckled
Hen, Kronenberg Blanc) and solid
pub food attract a steady stream
of pleased punters.

and young, arty and anorak – than
in a similar pub in, say, Clapham.

The first thing that strikes you is the
space. There’s room to swing cats.
There are high ceilings and airy
expanses. The battered wood floor
is filled with chic leather armchairs,
leather sofas, wooden chairs and
tables, and a few parquet-lined
diner-style booths. Walls are decked
with huge blown-up photos, a
table-football set, and changing art
exhibitions. And a huge hurdy-gurdy
fairground-style ‘Coldharbour Lane’
sign reminds you where you are.
Location, location, location: this also
explains why the clientele here feels
more eclectic and interesting – old
34

WEB
sunanddoves.
co.uk

Summertime and smoking see the
two terraces come into their own.
Out front the blue-painted tables
and benches are surrounded by
rosemary bushes, while the larger,
walled back garden, art exhibits
spill out from the interior, and there’s
a wooden column-of-eyes totem
pole. Indoors, it’s the kind of place
you’d feel quite happy whether on
your own (taking advantage of the
free wifi) or in a big companionable
group. Loudish music keeps it lively,
ranging from golden oldies like
Portishead to a housey rumpus,
and you’re bound to find something
tasty to silence any stomach rumbles,
with pub grub ranging from steak
and Guinness pie to baba ganoush.
bars close by...Cube Bar, Black Sheep

THE LOFT

Clapham North

TELEPHONE
0207 627 0792

WEB
theloft-clapham.
co.uk

In order to switch to plan B, you first
need to have a plan A, no? Presumably
that’s what the Campanas had in mind
when they launched The Loft – and,
southern sisters and brothers, Clapham
is a better place for it. More than just
the pre-club drinking den of choice
before heading to older sister Plan B
(arguably South London’s hippest barclub) over east in Brixton, The Loft has
brought a welcome spark of Shoreditch
to SW4’s unlovely high street – and we
mean that in the nicest possible way.
As many have discovered to their
cost, you can’t just ‘create’ a great
bar. Cocktails + music + food + style
does not necessarily equal the dream
joint overnight – it’s an indefinable,
elusive essence that evolves as word
gets around. That said, The Loft nails
the elemental qualities to win hearts
and minds (and gullets and ears),
not least of the reviewer who recently
declared it London’s Best Bar.
So what’s right? Like Plan B, The
Loft does the industrial chic thing –
perforated breezeblocks and exposed

67 Clapham High Street
Clapham
SW4 7TG
extractor-fan ducts ahoy – with a touch
of New York and a dash of my college
canteen, with added Mastermind
(OK, Eames-lite) leather swivel chairs.
Bar food is confident, especially
standards such as club sandwiches
and classy burgers: always a good
sign. Andy Campana’s mixology nous
ensures an inventive cocktail list,
and the extensive list of pan-global
bottled beers – Coopers Sparkling
Ale, Brooklyn Lager, St Peter’s Bitter
– shows care has been lavished on all
areas of the drinks cabinet. Resident
DJs from Plan B provide the soundtrack
at the weekend, when numbers skyrocket – get here early, and with style,
to make it upstairs.
We pondered the moniker. Lofty
ambitions? Manhattan loft ambience?
Or just upstairs from downstairs? All
three, or none. Whatever. This one’s
got legs – and very pretty ones they
are, too.
bars close by...Metro Garden, Bar Society
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green & blue clapham pictured

GREEN & BLUE

East Dulwich

38 Lordship Lane
East Dulwich
SE22 8HJ

TELEPHONE
0208 893 9250

Gorgeous little neighborhood
enoteche (wine shops where you
can taste the wine and enjoy a
snack) are everywhere in Italy. But
not in East Dulwich, or even in London,
which is why Green & Blue is such a
precious gem.

wine-oiled chat. With muffled Motown
providing a funky backdrop, soft
lighting, and tables a mix of wooden
and teal-painted wrought iron, it’s just
made for catching up, a good gossip,
or a first date.

The bright idea of South African
sommelier Kate Thal, this bar-delistore is a place to explore, enjoy
and discover wine. It’s welcoming
and sublimely relaxed, without any
pretension or air of exclusivity, and
with lots of sensibly priced wines.
Green & Blue seeks out wines that
have been made with minimal
chemical intervention, and many are
grown organically or biodynamically.
In their words, it’s a ‘place where
you can buy wine that tastes of its
own grapes’. The selection is superb,
and, with wines mainly from small
producers, you can feel that merely by
sipping you’re rooting for the little guy.
But wine and philosophy aside, it’s
also where to head for a laid-back,
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WEB
greenandblue
wines.com

The accompanying snacks are also
divine. Choose from tantalizing morsels
such as big fat olives or delectable
grilled fennel with gravadlax, or a
fresh and lightly dressed green salad.
There’s even a children’s menu, an
indication of just how inclusive this
enoteca is.
On Tuesday evenings you can buy
bottles of wine at shop prices (applies
to bottles over £10) and drink them
in the bar with no mark up, while on
Wednesday the same policy applies
to champagne. This is the kind of
economizing we like. There are regular
wine tastings (see the website for
details) and you can also explore your
inner oenophile through the Green &
Blue ‘School of Wine’ course.
bars close by...The Railway, The Loft

East Dulwich

TELEPHONE
0208 693 1629

THE PALMERSTON
WEB
thepalmerston.net

If you ask any local where to eat
on restaurant-and bar-thronged
Lordship Lane, they’re likely to
namecheck the Palmerston, a
revamped traditional pub that’s
famous for its gastronomic glories.
It’s a wood-lined, intimate place,
classic and simple, with changing
exhibitions on the walls, a long
green-leather banquette, and
close-set wooden tables and chairs.
One room is wood-floored, the other
has fine mosaic flooring that is easy
to miss as you lovingly peruse the
menu.
The pub’s polished, timeworn
panelling gives it something of the
feel of a room in a grand country
house, with simple wrought-iron
chandeliers overhead, and it’s an
appealing place to settle into any
night of the week. The crowd is
mainly local – a relaxed crowd of the
twenty-, thirty- and forty-somethings
that congregate in this neck of the
woods – and a good mix.

91 Lordship Lane
East Dulwich
SE22 8EP
As inviting as the surroundings, the
company and the beers are, it’s the
food that hauls in the hordes. This
award-winning gastropub is overseen
by head chef Jamie Harding (formerly
of Bibendum) and offers an eating
experience that’s a far-flung fat chip
ahead of most pub-restaurants.
You can dive in with dishes such as
poached egg with potato, chives
and truffle vinaigrette and go on
to eat steak with Roquefort and
parsley butter or line-caught wild
sea bass with purple sprouting
broccoli, anchovy and rosemary
butter. Sunday lunch is a triumph,
as are puddings, and it’s rare to find
a pub harbouring a wine list this
spectacular, all handily described,
with some delectable treats by the
glass. Of course, there’s beer on tap
too – a reminder that the Palmerston
is a pub, not just a foodie paradise.
bars close by...Black Cherry, The Herne
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The birthplace of cool, worldwide.
Seriously, ask anyone.
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TELEPHONE
0207 250 4002

WEB
matchbar.com

A blue plaque at the side of Match EC1
proclaims: ‘It was behind this screen in
1997 that Mark Dodd first demonstrated
the reverse plum manoeuvre.’
What’s that? A Heston Blumenthal
baking experiment? A wince-inducing
S&M move?
No, we don’t know either. Such eccentricity might seem wilful elsewhere, but
nothing at Match seems try-hard: not
the food menu littered with grass-fed,
free-range ingredients; not the Greenwich
Union micro-brewery beers; and
certainly not the bartenders. Those
instant smiles are warm, not functional,
and the mixing is effortlessly confident,
which is as it should be – the cocktail,
in dizzying and diverse incarnations,
is why you’re here.
Peer round the door from Clerkenwell
Road and you’d be forgiven for not
getting it straight away. The interior
of this modestly-sized space, all low
sofas, leather banquettes and sunsethue pendant lampshades, is more
upmarket ’70s bordello than industrial
chic, the prevailing décor theme out

Match EC1
45-47 Clerkenwell Rd
Clerkenwell
EC1M 5RS
East. But head down from the balcony
entrance level to the bar, review the
drinks menu, and all becomes clear.
Match is an original – as in ‘a unique
idea that spawned a rash of imitators’
rather than ‘old’. Brainchild of selfconfessed cocktail geek Jonathan
Downey, ideas man behind members’
bars The Player and Milk & Honey,
Match has been mixing here since
1997, aided for the last seven years by
NYC ‘King of Cocktails’ Dale DeGroff.
Alongside his novel signature recipes,
the individual elements of classic
standards shine just as brightly.
With fine grazing and a short but
carefully selected wine list, Match is
still just as much a destination bar as it
was a decade ago – a destination not
for a quick flirt and a cheeky pint, but
for a languid evening of short waits for
long drinks.
bars close by...Jerulasem, The Eagle
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The Hoxton Pony

OLD STREET

104–108 Curtain Road
Hoxton
EC2A 3AH

TELEPHONE
0207 613 2844

The Hoxton Pony takes all that’s great
about Britain, shakes it like a horny
pony would, and serves it up with
some Shoreditch kook. Take the great
British tradition that is afternoon tea:
at the Pony, ‘Tea Party’ cocktails
are served in dainty teacups from
‘self-cooling infusion jars’, with a side
order of sandwiches and cakes. It’s a
bit like being at the Ritz, but more fun.

baselines so chunky you could use
them as insulation.

The black and white colour scheme
is augmented by neon-stick lighting,
lipstick-red tables and some fierce
contemporary art, including a
crumpled up car. In a nod to the
Natural History museum, Victorianstyle stuffed-bird dioramas back
the bar, lending a touch of cosiness
to the minimal modernism.
Delicious Best-of-British stodge is on
the menu, but dishes are nifty takes
on old standards, served in delicately
sized portions, so you won’t have to
lie down after tucking in. Fitting the
trendy setting, DJs mix electronica,
movie tunes, ’60s pop, ska, and
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WEB
thehoxtonpony.
com

It’s all the brainchild of Gerry
Calabrese – renowned bartender
and bar owner, and son of famous
mixologist Salvatore Calabrese. So,
as you might expect, it’s the boozy
blends that really make Hoxton Pony
stand out. Ingredients are seasonal,
the purees, syrups and compotes
are all freshly made on site, and
the creations are exceptional. Our
top tips? The East End Promise,
combining vanilla, fresh plum, lemon
and tequila, and Grandad’s Bookmark,
a cherry bakewell tart of a drink.
Covering all bases, the Pony delivers
a lot more than your usual ShoHo
boozer: good pub grub, cocktails to
remember, and a chance to throw
shapes on the mauve-lit dancefloor
downstairs. At weekends it’s rammed
with a dressed-up bunch. During the
week, the crowd tends to be cooler
and the jeans skinnier.
bars close by...Lounge Bohemia, Callooh Callay

The Green

FARRINGDON

TELEPHONE
0207 490 8010

WEB
thegreenec1.co.uk

If a tree falls in a forest and no one
is around to hear it, does it still make
a sound? Or, in other words, if a
gastropub has a hard-won reputation
for dishing up outstanding food, but
you’re not eating, is it still a great bar?
Plenty of pubs with grub suffer from an
assumption that creating fancy food
absolves them of bar responsibilities;
happily The Green doesn’t fall into
that trap.
Yes, chalkboard menus dominating
the back walls proudly display the
kitchen’s versatility – the evening tapas
list (OK, ‘Small Plates’) is a particularly
tempting array of Greek, Spanish and
Middle-Eastern influences, rich with
olives, halloumi, merguez and even
salt cod. In the upstairs dining area,
a magnet for local business types at
lunchtime, heartier dishes also display
that Brit-Med fusion flair. Sunday
roasts, we hear, excel. But if your
whistle just needs wetting, there’s no
table Nazi denying you a seat.
For pint-lovers, a real ale (on our visit,
well-poured Adnams), half-a-bar’slength of left-field draught beers
plus Aspall Suffolk Cyder promise

29 Clerkenwell Green
Clerkenwell
EC1R 0DU
thirst-slaking relief. The intriguing and
encouragingly affordable wine list is
strewn with unusual choices, including
Portuguese and Austrian whites, an
organic French merlot and some spiffing
Proseccos and rosés; six each of red
and white, plus two of the pinks, are
quaffable by the glass.
So, you’ve bagged your drink. You’re
waiting for your Manchego and quince
to apparate. What’s the vibe? Friendly,
to start with – none of that posh-bar
sniffiness. Oxford-blue walls, moulded
cherub sconces, fairy lights, old church
chairs and a whopping hanging clock
– there are enough slightly quirky
elements to levitate the décor above
standard bar fare, and sounds are
stimulating without requiring a
pretentious level of music nous to
absorb. In short, it’s a comfortable
spot for an evening’s blarney.
Would we cross town just to drink here?
Quite probably. And would we then try
to snaffle a handful of feta pastries
from the next table while they’re at the
bar? We couldn’t possibly say…
bars close by...The Slaughtered Lamb
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Speakeasies
go legit.
Kinda.
Coming outta the closet, London’s most
secret venues are catching on.
Or sorta, says Jean-Robert Saintil.
In a city where conspiring to conspire,
be it creatively or otherwise, is a prerequisite, it’s no wonder speakeasies
and London have got on so well.
From the homely, Frank Sinatra
plastered, impossible to find, Italian
family owned La Evista in Soho
which opened to ‘the right people’
(read bespectacled artists,
musicians and the odd rockabilly)
provided they could find it’ since
the ‘60s through to the equally
legendary, and unfortunately now
defunct, Gary’s Bar in Shoreditch
to the artist run converted studio of
Pele’s Empire near Brick Lane. The
latter two being spots so hot, Gary
was forced to change venues with
a regularity matched only by the
Police’s vain attempts to find the
place; and Pele’s Empire skipped
town completely, relocating to L.A.
Considering all of the above
enterprises were, and in the case
of La Evista still are, both illegal and
attract the great, the good, the
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famous, the crazy and the seedy,
it makes perfect sense that they’d
keep quiet. As the saying goes,
just because you’re paranoid,
doesn’t mean they aren’t out to
get you. And if you lack a license to
trade alcohol, let alone take a very
liberal view on the smoking ban,
they certainly are. At least, that
was the case, until recently.
Venues, promoters and spaces
that used to work incognito, mainly
relying on word of mouth and other
forms of discreet communication
have gone, well…legit. Kind of. In
2003, the Department of Culture,
Media and Sport introduced the
Temporary Event Notice (TEN),
which basically allows anyone
with enough nous to add an
artistic spin to their application
to receive a carte blanche to sell
booze, play music and have a
bit of a jolly without looking over
their collective shoulders in fear of
the Feds turning up. Since TEN’s
introduction the number of ‘legal’

parties in formerly ‘illegal’ spaces
has soared.
For example the 20,000 square
foot art institution Cordy House on
Curtain Road, or Hearn Street Car
Park near Liverpool Street both
once existed exclusively on word
of mouth, hosting hushed gallery
openings and straight up illegal
raves relying on removed doorways
and nifty makeshift soundproofing
(read keeping doors, entrances
and windows closed) to avoid
final notice. These same venues
are now involved with institutional
events such as London Film
Festival (most notably Aaron Rose’s
‘Beautiful Losers’ afterparty at the
aforementioned Cordy House).
Even the grimiest, dodgiest and
most underground of spots
(Dalston’s Moustache Bar, £11 note
edifice Melange, and spot du jour,
The Church Of Empowering Youth
respectively) have appeared
sporadically on the public horizon

complete with full event campaigns.
So, whilst on the surface they
undermine their old mystique,
they both manage to re-affirm
their links with the creative blood
that pumps through London whilst
with any luck – generating enough
revenue to continue running
beneath the radar.
Some legitimately licensed bars
such as the brillianst Czech owned
Lounge Bohemia or Soho’s Black
Gardenia evoke the same spirit
– being discreetly positioned and
with an emphasis on atmosphere
and facilitating openness rather
than fiscal remuneration. Those
real speakeasies, however, will
always have their place in the city.
As the proprietor of La Evista was
once overheard saying “I only let in
people that should be here. If you
don’t like it, you can fuck off.”
I think that says it all don’t you?
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SOSHO

OLD STREET

TELEPHONE
0207 920 0701

WEB
sosholondon.com

No, that’s not a cauldron of piña
colada – the house cocktails at Sosho
really are that big. Served in giant
goblets, the fluid creations are a firm
favourite with girls meeting mates on
Friday night for an update on the
latest water cooler controversies. The
colours of the drinks are matched by
the spilt-coffee artworks on the walls
and the rum punch-coloured light
shades. Cocktails here are like the
old Wrigley’s chewing gum advert
– great to drink, even better to share.
The name, in case you missed it,
is a fusion of SOuth SHOreditch.
The moody lighting, soulful DJ
soundtrack and smart layout (spread
over several levels so it never feels
crowded) are more East Village than
typical East London. Rest assured,
there are few Hoxton haircuts on
show here; the crowd looks towards
Clerkenwell rather than Brick Lane,
though you might spot a few of
the same punters in Hawksmoor
or Loungelover.Officially, there’s a
24-hour license, which allows the
bartenders to keep mixing till 3am
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2 Tabernacle Street
Hoxton
EC2A 4LU
Fridays, till 4am Saturdays and till
6am Sundays (not recommended if
you have a work assessment Monday
morning). The cocktail menu is a mix
of classics, moderns and out-there
creations from the inimitable Dale
DeGroff, who also conceived the
blends at partner-bar Match EC1.
Beer drinkers quaff German Paulaner
or British Proof Pilsen and Union
amber lager.
Thursday to Sundays are club nights,
with resident DJs and a rare groove/
jazz house vibe. The action is spread
over various rooms, but there are
numerous small alcoves where you
can hide away for an intimate chat.
Most of the seating areas can be
reserved for informal gatherings
– for serious parties, rent out the
upholstered lounge downstairs.
bars close by...Tabernacle, Pinchito
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Medcalf

FARRINGDON

40 Exmouth Market
Clerkenwell
EC1R 4QE

TELEPHONE
0207 833 3533

There’s something reassuringly
British about Medcalf. It could be
the old butcher’s sign in the front
window or the menu of Welsh
rarebit and other comforting
British bar food, reinvented with a
modern twist for the Clerkenwell
crowd. Over the last five years, this
smart but understated bar and
restaurant has gained a loyal local
following – a mix of city workers,
arty thirty-somethings and journos
from nearby media houses. With the
easy familiarity of an old friend, it
slots perfectly into the increasingly
buzzing after-work scene along
Clerkenwell’s Exmouth Market.

To one side is a sofa-filled chill-out
lounge (often booked out by groups)
and hidden away at the back is
an open-air patio – these days, it
doubles as a smoking room). On
summer evenings, the tables spill
out onto Exmouth Market, lending
a pavement café vibe to the
proceedings.

The owners have taken a former
butcher’s shop and transformed it
into a stylish, post-modern space
for drinking and dining. The long,
thin dining room is lined with timeworn tables and chairs, and the
walls are hung with eye-catching
artworks by local artists, illuminated
by dangling globe-shaped bulbs.
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WEB
medcalfbar.co.uk

Medcalf started life as a watering
hole, but these days it wins as many
plaudits for its food as its drinks.
You’ll still find old world wines
and intriguing import beers like
Paulaner, Brugse Zot and Estrella
Damm behind the bar, but you’ll
probably need to book a table if
you want to sample delights such
as duck breast with gorgonzola and
trout, or crab and pink grapefruit
salad, from the food menu. Our
conclusion – a great place to chill
out for people who like the good
things in life.
bars close by...Cafe Kick, The Eastern

OLD STREET

TELEPHONE
0207 739 9550

JAGUAR SHOES
WEB
dreambags
jaguarshoes.com

First up, we should tell you that
you can’t buy bags, shoes or
jaguars in Dream Bags Jaguar
Shoes (if you want accessories,
head south to Shoreditch High
Street). Instead, people to come this
streetwise watering hole for good
cocktails, frosty bottled beers and
intense conversations about the
relative merits of Richard Kern and
Nobuyoshi Araki. With its designoriented crowd and stripped-down,
after-the-goldrush interior, Jaguar
Shoes is undeniably part of the
Hoxton scene, but it also feels like
a local, a welcome find east of Old
Street.
Once upon a time, you couldn’t
move in here for ironic haircuts,
sported by aspirational types who
were born too late to know about A
Flock of Seagulls, but Jaguar Shoes
has mellowed with age. These days,
there are plenty of regulars and
you’ll even see a few older drinkers,
browsing the latest edition of Vice

34–36 Kingsland Road
Hoxton
E2 8DA
over a pint of Belgian beer. But by
gosh it can get busy. Do yourself a
favour – come early to bag one of
the sofas and leave your work bag
in the office to pick up Monday.
Every other bar in Hoxton aspires
to be a gallery, but at Dreams Bags
Jaguar Shoes the work is pasted
directly onto the walls, not hung
aloofly in picture frames. There’s
some interesting work on show
too – on exhibition opening nights
people don their best vintage gear
and the bar shakes till late with the
kind of music that makes you want
to go home and log onto iTunes.
Our summary? All the hedonism of
Hoxton, without the hard sell.
bars close by...George & Dragon, Zigfrieds
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bar of the month

Loungelover

OLD STREET

1 Whitby Street
Shoreditch
E1 6JU

TELEPHONE
0207 012 1234

All you lounge lizards should
look your finest when you head to
Loungelover, as you’ll want to live
up to your surroundings. A contender
for London’s most divine-looking bar,
Loungelover feels like a setting for a
surreal and magical dream sequence.
If a mad attic had a ménage a trois
with Alice in Wonderland and the
Magic Round-about it might look
something like this.

flowers galore, a VIP area caged off
with wrought-iron, a huge battered
tapestry, and taxidermy (a roaring
hippo). A cocktail of things equals a
great place to drink cocktails.

The brother bar of high-camp
restaurant Les Trois Garcons around
the corner, it’s likewise owned and
designed by Abdul Hassan and full of
beautiful extraordinariness. A former
meat-packing factory, it’s eclectic
but uncluttered. Fernlike chandeliers
and oriental lanterns dangle from
the ceiling, and seating ranges
from sculptural barstools to antique
armchairs. There are doll’s houses,
huge Chinese urns, anatomical
studies and wooden fairground
horses. There are distressed wooden
sideboards, tables ornate and
wood or low and glass-topped, and
lights shaped like ships. There are
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WEB
www.loungelover.
co.uk

What would you eat in a place like
this? Japanese tapas, of course!
Hear? Lounge, of course. Drink?
Cocktails, darling, cocktails. These
are original and giddily good; try
Butterfly Wings, strawberries, basil
and lychee liqueur shaken with
Sputnik basil flavoured Russian
vodka, or Loungelover, a tantalising
combination of Loungelover fig
liqueur, sweet vanilla and zesty lemon
oil finished with Prosecco. There are
wines and champagnes too, but note
no beer. It’s not cheap, but this isn’t
the kind of place you pop by for a swift
drink after work, unless you’re the
kind of person who likes to make every
moment an occasion. You’ll need to
book ahead though, as entry is by
reservation only.
bars close by...Green & Red, Red Church

Bar Kick

OLD STREET

TELEPHONE
0207 739 8700

WEB
cafekick.co.uk

We have a confession to make: we
love table football. Our technique
may leave something to be desired
– it’s a case of spin the handles and
see where the ball ends up – but we
can’t get enough of the miniature
beautiful game. For some reason,
‘babyfoot’ has long been neglected
on this side of the channel, so Bar
Kick scores kudos for bringing this
continental obsession to the streets
of the capital.
With half a dozen coupon-operated
Bonzini tables along one side of the
bar, this energetic but easygoing
watering hole is table-footie
heaven. They even run their own
babyfoot league, with tournaments
against rival international teams.
Unsurprisingly, there’s a European
flavour to proceedings, with dangling
Ricard bottles and vintage French
advertising splashed all over the
walls beneath a canopy of world
flags.

127 Shoreditch High Street
Shoreditch
E1 6JE
of imported bottled beers (plus a few
home-brewed treasures like Peter’s
Organic Ale) and the bar vibrates
to the rattle of maracas from funky
Spanish and Brazilian beats. At the
back is a bustling open kitchen,
serving Euro-themed platters,
salads, sangers and sides to those
lucky enough to nab one of the
formica tables at the back. Of course,
if you sit, you can’t play foosball.
There’s more of the same downstairs,
including another handful of football
tables, but most patrons prefer
the crush and hubbub of the main
lounge. Our advice? Swing by straight
after work for a chorizo sandwich
and a bottle of Brahma then load up
on coupons for the footie tables. It’s
better exercise than watching Match
of the Day, but gentler on the knees
than a kick around in the park.
bars close by...Juno, Bricklayers Arms

The global spirit continues behind
the bar. Chalkboards advertise a raft
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BISTROTHEQUE

BETHNAL GREEN

TELEPHONE
0208 983 7900

There’s no sign in front of Bistrotheque.
They don’t need one. Anyone with a
finger on the pulse of the East End
already knows that this unashamedly
urban restaurant, bar and cabaret is
the hottest ticket between Hackney
and the City. There are no signs inside
either – you’ll have to use your intuition
to work out which door takes you to the
bar and cabaret hall and which door
leads up to the minimalist restaurant
on the first floor.

Drinkers are a mix of arty professionals
and informed day-trippers from outside
the borough. Things kick off in a big
way on Friday and Saturday – and any
night with a cabaret show – but staff
know their drinks, so you won’t get
cognac in a cold glass unless you want
it that way. Whichever room you end up
in, expect to be rubbing shoulders with
editors, architects and street-wear
fashionistas.

The last thing you’d expect on busy,
bar-packed Shoreditch High Street is
this Shanghai surprise. The exterior
is appealingly discreet, with a blue
neon sign reading ‘dim sum all day’
signifying that this is something
different from your regular boozy
bar. It’s a dim-sum-meets-drinks
concoction, the creation of Stephen
Chan, who comes from a lineage of
Chinese restaurateurs and honed his
craft in the Opium Den and Jerusalem.

The brains behind Bistrotheque was
Pablo Flack of House of Jazz and
Bricklayers Arms fame, and he roped
in a few old friends to help out with the
project – David Waddington for the
interiors and wine list and Will Broome
for the murals in the WCs. Plenty of East
End bars have spent millions trying
and failing to achieve this kind of postindustrial chic.

Step inside and it’s channelling 1960s
Chinatown. The dim lighting comes
from a canopy of red Chinese lanterns
hanging above the bar. Ceiling fans
whirr overhead in veritable colonialveranda style, and dark wood and
huge latticework-edged mirrors
complete the look. Long banquettes
line the main room, with large wooden
tables and plenty of space. Even on a
Friday night, it’s lively but not crowded,
which adds to its appeal in an area
where often you’ll spend half your
evening queuing at the bar. Beers
aplenty are on draught (John Smith’s,
San Miguel, Kronenberg Blanc), but our
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bars close by...Palm Tree, Spurstowe Arms

TELEPHONE
0207 392 9606

Drunken Monkey

23-27 WADESON ST
BETHNAL GREEN
E2 9DR

Despite the hidden-away location,
in a disused clothing factory on a
gritty backstreet in Bethnal Green,
Bistrotheque is a need-a-reservationeven-in-the-week kind of place,
particularly when the cabaret is in full
swing. This is the kind of dinner show
that would have stirred Dean Martin’s
martini if he’d been born 60 years
later with a taste for drag shows and
gourmet fish and chips. A tip – if you
just come for dinner, the three-course
prix fixe menu (served before 7.30pm
weekdays) is a guaran- teed winner.

WEB
bistrotheque.
co.uk

OLD STREET

WEB
drunkenmonkey.
co.uk

222 Shoreditch High St
Shoreditch
E1 6PJ
tip is to plump for a cocktail: signature
creations are classics given a unique
twist, such as Monkey’s Whiskey
Sour, which adds a cunning dash of
maraschino cherry.
Hands-in-the-air house music is
loud enough that people dance in
the central space, undeterred by the
lack of a dancefloor, and the crowd
is good natured and unpretentious,
another plus in London’s region of the
post-ironic haircut. There’s an intimate
snug at the back with space for two
tables, and some steps up to another
small area, perfect for sampling the
delicious dim sum (served noon till
midnight), with melt-in-the-mouth
classics such as har gau (king prawn
dumplings) and yummy cha siu bao
(barbecued roast pork buns), the ideal
way to counterbalance those cocktails.
Bigger bites (and then sum) include
noodle, rice and hotpot dishes – and
any bar where you can order Peking
duck gets our vote.
bars close by...Hawksmoor, Commercial Tavern
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78 Westbourne Grove
Notting Hill
W2 5RT
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PARADISE
WALMER CASTLE
CHURCHILL ARMS
QUEENS HEAD & ARTICHOKE
THE BLUE BAR

It’s the money.
Quite literally, it IS the money

SLOANE SQUARE

Legendary music producer Arthur
Baker (also the don of the Elbow Room)
is the soul behind this soul-food joint.
Upstairs is a laid-back bar-restaurant,
downstairs a sleek little late-night
speakeasy. So feed your soul – first
with New York-style stodge, and then
with fresh, funky tunes in the basement.
The ground floor channels the American
diner, all banquettes, exposed industrial
piping, and window seats, though
exposed brickwork, dark wood and an
elaborate chandelier give it a touch of
extra class. It’s dream brunch territory,
with hearty stuff that’s just what the
doctor ordered after a heavy night –
we’re talking Christmas-style calories.
Choose from buttermilk pancakes with
maple syrup or the all-day Harlem
Downtown breakfast special: sausage
patties, bacon, tomato, Boston baked
beans, home fries and eggs any style.
If that sounds a little on the heavy side,
there’s always granola and fruit salad.
There’s also a range of restorative
brunch cocktails – the more rock-n-roll
amongst you will relish a Breakfast
Fizz: gin with fresh orange and red

grapefruit, topped with club soda.
Otherwise there’s a solid wine list and
an astonishing choice of American
and Canadian beers (Moosehead,
anyone?). Evenings from 6pm the menu
brings out the big guns: Harlem special
buttermilk-fried chicken, fried catfish,
meatballs in marinera sauce & mashed
potatoes. You get the picture.
Part of the appeal of the downstairs
bar, Harlem Underground, is that it
opens until 2.30am. It’s a snug little
oak-and-steel haven that’s big on
atmosphere, and always packed late
at night. You have to pay a charge
of £10 to get in after 10pm, but – as you
might expect – the music’s always good
(hip hop, funky, electro, disco, ’80s
pop, afro beat) and it’s a happening
hangout. Space might be tight, but the
expats and Notting Hillbillies make the
most of what is there, with dancing till
the small hours to earn that brunch.
bars close by...All Star Lanes, The Elbow Room
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The Cow

PARK ROYAL

89 Westbourne Park Road
Notting Hill
W2 5QH

TELEPHONE

The Cow could well be the perfect
pub. If your American penpal came to
visit and wanted to go to a real pub,
this would be where to take them. If
a Richard Curtis movie needed a pub
location, this would be just the ticket.

Specialities here include Guinness,
Cuban cigars and seafood, especially
oysters (we told you this was pub
heaven). Try a pint of prawns, or a
seafood platter with fabulous fines de
claires (green oysters). You can also
eat smashing versions of stalwart pub
classics like sausages and mash or
fish stew at tables towards the back
of the pub. Upstairs there are more
formal eats in a charming 1940s-style,
white-tablecloth-covered dining room

Small, snug, and wood-panelled, the
Cow doesn’t have any of the drawbacks
of too-authentic p ubs, like stinky
carpets, ashen-faced regulars, surly
barstaff and greasy food. This is how
all pubs should be in an ideal world.
(You know, if you died and went to pub
heaven.) A place where drinks that
need ice are served with lots of it, not
a half-melted cube and a sad little
slice of lemon.
The flavour of the place is loosely Irish
(good Guinness, on draft), and it feels
like a proper local, turbo-charged
with charisma. It’s owned by Tom
Conran, son of the famous Terence
(other strings to his bow include the
nearby burger bar Lucky 7, perfect
Mexican Crazy Homies, and superior
deli Tom’s).
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0207 221 0021

WEB

thecowlondon.co.uk

The Cow’s diminutive size means that
it is invariably busy. In summer the
crowds outside almost intermingle
with the drinkers spilling out from the
Westbourne across the road. With this
being Notting Hill, the locals are likely
to be supermodels, journalists, musos,
and bankers (drowning their sorrows).
bars close by...Crazy Homies, The Westbourne

Westbourne
Park

TELEPHONE
0207 313 9491

The Prince Bonaparte
WEB
-

It’s rare to find a pub as highceilinged, gilded, spacious
and gracious as the venerable
Bonaparte, a fixture on the
Bayswater gastropub scene.
Following some recent TLC, it’s
resplendent with mismatched
chandeliers, a fresh lick of paint
and some nouveau-18th-century
wallpaper featuring blowsy, darkvelour roses creeping up one wall.
The horseshoe bar in the centre
of the pub is like a booze-lined
embrace, and makes for surprisingly
quick service, even when it’s busy.
And at weekends the Bonaparte is
full to burst, resembling a central
post-work pub more than a West
London local – it’s something about
the gaggles of Antipodeans, roar of
cheery chatter, and men working the
smart-casual look. Crowds throng
the pavement outside for a convivial
fag and the atmosphere is that of a
noisy party. As well as beers aplenty,
there’s a good choice of wines by the
glass or bottle.

80 Chepstow Road
Bayswater
W2 5BE
There’s a completely different vibe
during the week or in the afternoons,
when it comes into its own as a place
to read the paper at one of the large
wooden tables. In winter, nestle next
to the large open fire and indulge
in some hair of the dog. The huge
windows make it feel perpetually
airy, and make for a good view of the
street if your companions get boring.
The ‘gastro’ bit happens at the back
of the righthand-side of the bar, with
an open kitchen busily supplying
tables with a seasonal array of dishes.
It’s pub grub with bells on: fill your
belly with delights such as Spanish
charcuterie with caper berries, olives,
almonds and glazed tomatoes,
steak and triple-cooked chips, and
scallops, cauliflower puree, pousse,
lemon and thyme oil.
bars close by...Bumkin, The Cow
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The Westbourne

PARK ROYAL

101 Westbourne Park Villas
Notting Hill
W2 5ED

TELEPHONE

It seems like the Westbourne has been
creating a buzz on this Notting Hill
street corner forever. It’s a see-andbe-seen, watch-the-world-go-by,
let-Sunday-slip-along-smoothly kind
of spot. Out front is a huge street-side
terrace and solar gas burners allow
the flirting hordes to eke out that
summer feeling as long as possible.

twice daily. They call it ‘peasant-style’
but these are some lucky peasants,
with dishes such as baked filo rolls
with butternut squash, ricotta, sage &
nutmeg, or fillet of seabass baked with
lentils, chicory, thyme, white wine &
vermouth, to choose from.

Inside, this is a pub that edges into
brasserie territory. A long, green-andzinc bar runs along one side, the menu
is chalked up on blackboards, there
are big Chesterfields to lounge on and
large old mirrors reflect all the action.
Otherwise, the walls are covered
in framed posters and paintings, a
hip backdrop of battered portraits
featuring Francis Bacon, Morrissey and
Elvis Costello.
There’s a fine selection of beers on tap
and by bottle, and a good selection
of artfully coiffed bar staff to serve
them, and the food is imaginative and
excellent, with a menu that changes
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0207 221 1332

WEB

thewestbourne.com

In contrast to upscale local, the Cow,
across the road, the Westbourne feels
more like a destination, somewhere
you might come from another part
of town specially to hang out. On
weekend nights, cabs wait outside,
waiting to whisk drinkers off to the
next party. Who are they? They’re a
young, affluent crew, their dress sense
at the expensive end of hipster-chic,
with lots of cashmere slung casually
over shoulders. Perhaps it’s the
continental vibe of the interior that
attracts so many expats: you’ll hear
more European accents here than at
an Erasmus reunion.
bars close by...Cherry Jam, The Cow

The Regent

Kensal Green

TELEPHONE
0208 969 2184

WEB
theregentkensalgreen.com

The Regent seems to achieve
that relaxed part living room,
part antique shop vibe without
even trying. Chesterfield sofas
sit alongside bare wood tables,
windows are framed with dark
red velvet curtains, antique style
chandeliers dangle from the
ceiling, a palm tree or two twinkles
with fairy lights and a large square
panelled bar dominates the action.
On chilly nights you can make like
a cowboy and cosy up next to an
open fire that’s regularly topped
up from a western style fire bucket
and divided off with an engraved
glass window straight out of a
Wild West saloon. A huge white
brickwalled courtyard at the back
is also adorned with beaten leather
furniture but with comes with an
open roof to keep the smokers
happy.

5 Regent Street
Kensal Green
NW10 5LG

crowd of locals, younger and hipper
than in many of the surrounding
bars, comes here to relax, enjoy
laid-back beats and munch on
classic pub grub, the best of which
are the organic burgers and classic
Sunday roasts. On tap are standard
lagers, Adnams and Wadsworth 6X
for ale fans, some choice cocktails
and a short wine list. DJs liven
the place up on Saturday nights,
which brings in the beautiful
people in large numbers to dance
to everything from broken beats to
electro to nineties. The friendly staff
and nice extras like big bowls of
help-yourself homemade popcorn
on the bar make this a cut above
the average local.
bars close by...William the 1V, Masons Arms

The atmosphere is what really
makes the place. A super chilled
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The Westbury

Kilburn Park

34 Kilburn High Road
Kilburn
NW6 5UA

TELEPHONE

If Louis IV rose from the dead and
felt like a quick half in North West
London, perhaps he’d head down
here to shake it with Kilburn’s
bright young things. The words
‘baroque’ and ‘rococo’ immediately
spring to mind when faced with
the Westbury’s extravagant décor,
with a good dose of nineteenth
century gentleman’s smoking club
thrown in for good measure. Large
gold framed mirrors and gilt framed
portraits of lords and ladies plaster
the walls (is that Shakespeare in the
corner? Marie Antoinette above the
bar?), enormous chandeliers hang
from the ceiling, and animal heads
stare out from heavily patterned
wallpaper borders. The ubiquitous
pub leather sofas are here but
they look like they belong in a
country squire’s study rather than
a Portobello junk shop.

hour (even they haven’t escaped
the extravagant touch – the table
lights are upholstered and black
tasselled) in both the main bar and
in the dark little priory room at the
back, which has its own bar as is
available for private hire. There’s
space for a DJ with a small dance
floor in front, and entertainment
ranges from live hip-hop and
reggae nights to seventies and
eighties cheese.

No, you haven’t been accidentally
transported to Manhattan’s East
Village. This bar’s dark red, slightly
chipped walls, bare wooden
tables and low lighting may make
it seem like it should be packed
out with New York hipsters, but it
makes its home in the rather less
glamorous setting of Salusbury
road, Kilburn (albeit surrounded by
trendy boutiques, delis and swanky
organic coffee shops).

Drinks don’t match up to the
extravagance of the décor, but
there are a few good wines and
cocktails on offer as well as
standard larger on top. A menu
of good value, no-nonsense food
(there are 12 varieties of burger
from satay to Mexican) counteracts
the over-the-top décor nicely.

This double fronted bar is a cosy,
U-shaped space: two rooms run
parallel to each other joined by a
small bar at the rear. On one side
are the drinkers tables, where huge
framed pictures of bold modern art
hang over a mixed crowd of media
types, hip locals and international
bright sparks enjoying candlelit
conversations over a few bottles of
good wine, bread and olives. The
bar area at the back is plastered
with framed flyers, signed pictures
and classic album covers, revealing

Pool features strongly on the menu
here: there are four American pool
tables available for rent by the
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0207 625 7500

WEB

The Salusbury

Queen’s Park

westburybar.com

bars close by...The Metropolitan

TELEPHONE
0207 328 3286

WEB
-

50–52 Salusbury Road
Kilburn
NW6 6NN
owners with an affinity for reggae
that goes way beyond No Woman
No Cry. On tap offerings include
quality wheat beers Hoegaarden
and Fransizkaner, Aspall Suffolk
Cyder, and Adnams for the real
ale fans. In the fridge are Asahi,
Pilsner Urquell, and Magners, and
that’s not to mention the impressive
wine list with a rather nice line in
burgundies.
The other side is an excellent
restaurant with a strong Italian
slant. Expect to sample such
delights as chicken breast stuffed
with goats cheese and olives, lamb
shoulder stuffed with pecorino and
monkfish rolled in speck.
bars close by...The Chamberlayne
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Paradise

BY WAY OF
KENSAL GREEN

KENSAL GREEN

19 Kilburn Lane
Kensal Green
W10 4AE

TELEPHONE

Whimsical, theatrical chaos reigns
supreme at this atmospheric
restored 19th-century boozer. The
name comes from a line in a GK
Chesterton poem, referring to the
area’s local cemetery, and at first
glance it looks as if some of the
graveside dwellers have popped in
to get the skinny on 21st-century life
– a huge seven-foot angel statue
graces the main bar and cheeky
cherubs look on as a stylish, well-off
crowd drinks good wines, cocktails
and ever popular pints of Spitfire.

smoking courtyard adorned with
plants and a birdcage. The food
here is staunchly British. Venison,
pheasant and Gloucester Old Spot
pork chops are on the main menu
and British nursery delights like Eton
mess, sticky toffee pudding or a
crumble provide the desserts.

Limewashed pale walls, sanded
wooden floors and a high corniced
ceiling are the name of the game
in the back dining room, where
roman busts and stern-looking, gilt
framed portraits glower down on
diners; 18th-century chandeliers
and candles housed in delicate tea
cups provide subdued lighting; and
low key chatter evokes the air of a
huge dinner party in a glamorous
old country pile. Outside is a quirky
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0208 969 0098

WEB

theparadise.co.uk

Hidden nooks behind staircases
and down corridors further the
country house party feel – there’s
a library room full of antique
books and Chesterfields, a private
dining room full of elaborate red
chairs straight out of a French
chateau, and a Mediterranean
style roof terrace. The good food
and cabinet-of-wonders décor is
enough to keep most folks happy,
but they ramp it up a notch with
a number of good-time nights
including comedy, burlesque, and
old fashioned knees ups.
bars close by...The Albion, The Regent

Winter
Wine
O’clock
with Matt Skinner

Moscow locals have long championed
the health benefits of stripping off
mid-winter and plunging into their
ice covered lakes. They have a fully
fledged Winter Swimming Federation to
prove it. That all manner of illness can
be cured by just twenty breathtaking
seconds in the sub-zero waters
apparently has everything to do with
the instantaneous rise in core body
temperature, and absolutely nothing
to do with the post plunge vodka.
It’s that time of year again; time to
swap your tee shirt for a sweater,
your flip flops for wellies, your lovely
summer salads for hearty winter stews
and your white wine for red. More
specifically, this is the time of year
to bring out the heavy artillery; big
reds, reds that pack punch, reds from
warm far away places you’d probably
rather be, reds to warm your soul. And
great as the above Russian custom
sounds, I’ve got my own winter ritual
that simply involves an open fire place,
a nice bottle of red and some decent
company. And while medical evidence
would suggest that in moderation my
practice will also benefit my health, the
stripping off part remains optional.
Here’s three full-bodied reds
guaranteed to get you through the
coming winter.

Katnook Founders Block Merlot, 2005
Coonawarra, South Australia
The Katnook Founders range
consistently displays the kind of spit
and polish more often reserved for
wines going for far more money. From
the moment you raise your glass,
lush cassis and plum fruit flood every
sense. Characteristically, the palate
is soft and forgiving with fresh acidity
and fine grained tannins - the perfect
introduction to New World Merlot
and terrific value for money.
Catena Malbec, 2005
Mendoza, Argentina
A former resident of Bordeaux,
Malbec has risen to become one
of the true superstars of Argentina’s
flourishing wine scene. Taken from
high altitude vineyards tucked
neatly into the foothills of the Andes
Mountains, this wine is deeply colored
with masses of dark dried fruit and
spice. In the mouth it’s soft and plush,
while bright acidity, well judged cedary
oak and fine grippy tannins to finish.
Quinta de la Rosa Aguia 2006
Douro, Portugal
It’s exciting times for Portugal particularly in the dry red table
wine department - and the Bergqvist
family’s Quinta de la Rosa is certainly
one estate worth watching. Since
1992 winemaking has been overseen
by Jorge Moreira, and from much
loved favorites like Vale de Clara
right the way to this - their latest red
offering - quality has improved out
of sight. Aguia, a blend of Touriga
Nacional, Tinta Barocca and Touriga
Franca, is a deeply colored and
concentrated wine with masses of
dark dried fruit, smoke and spice
on the nose. In the mouth prepare
yourself for ‘inky’ and ‘full’, while
bright acidity, cedary oak and
some fine grippy tannin complete
the picture.
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The Walmer Castle

Notting Hill Gate

58 Ledbury Road
Notting Hill
W11 2AJ

TELEPHONE

The Walmer Castle is a buzzing hub
of a pub on happening Ledbury Road
(happening in a designer-boutique
kind of way). Notting Hill’s usual
suspects – hedge fund hedonists,
media moguls, chattering creatives
and trust-fund Terrys – mingle at the
wooden tables outside and in the
classily classic pub interior.

lanterns, wooden tables, flickering
light from chandeliers, tall windows
overlooking the street, and wallpaper
swirling with dragon-like designs.

Inside is dimly lit and intimate, a
great place to settle into for a few
drinks, with big windows shaded by
slinky black Venetian blinds and a
temptingly twinkly fairylight-lined
bar. A large TV screen hauls in big
crowds for big sports events, when
the atmosphere gets a bit more
geezerish. At the back is a small
snug that’s big enough for a largish
group to nestle conspiratorially.
It’s a surprise to walk upstairs to
the high-ceilinged first floor and
find yourself in a Thai restaurant.
Up here there are more fairylights
wrapped around gilt-edge mirrors,
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0207 229 4620

WEB

walmercastle.
co.uk

The food wins plaudits, with
traditional Thai hits such as Tom
Yum soup and green, red and
yellow curries alongside welcome
interlopers like duck with pancakes,
and specialities such as ‘sizzling
weeping tiger’ (chargrilled steak,
sliced, served sizzling in rice wine
and with hot chilli dipping sauce).
A reasonable range of wines mainly
hover at the £20 mark and there’s
a wine-matching service on offer.
Altogether well worth wandering
upstairs: the atmosphere is relaxed,
food tasty, service efficient, and
clientele easy on the eye.
bars close by...Portobello Star, The Lonsdale

Churchill Arms

Notting Hill Gate

TELEPHONE
0207 727 4242

WEB
-

Venerable old timer the Churchill
Arms almost disappears behind its
floral baskets – it’s so flower-laden
that your mum will wish she’d brought
her camera. It even won a Boozers
in Bloom award at the 2007 Chelsea
Flower Show.
Inside it’s bric-a-bractastic, with
enough Churchill memorabilia to
render it a shrine, two open fires,
and a firmament of chamber pots
hung from the beams. Portraits of
American presidents line one wall.
Old fashioned, with lots of wood,
lashings of charm, and no
background music, it feels like it’s
been transported from another age,
from the English countryside, perhaps
somewhere in Northumberland. At
the bar, take your pick of Grolsch,
Guinness, ESB, Chiswick and London
Pride on tap, plus wines are very
reasonably priced.

119 Kensington Church Street
Kensington
W8 7LN
yard, full of light and space, its glass
roof hung with a jungle of pot plants.
Yes, the Churchill is not just about the
great British pub tradition, but has
another string to its bow: this was
one of the first London pubs to start
serving Thai food, and is one of the
best, with excellent, authentic curries
and other spicy staples at pocketfriendly prices.
Such qualities have not gone
unnoticed, and often the pub can get
very busy – hauling in an eclectic,
in-the-know crowd of Kensington
cats, office workers and elderly local
characters. You’ll need to book or
wait for a table if you want to eat on
busy nights.
bars close by...Eclipse, Portobello Gold

The back bar is lined by a collection
of butterflies, and beyond this is the
dining area, formerly the garage
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Queens HeaD & Artichoke

GREAT PORTLAND

30–32 Albany Street
Regents Park
NW1 4EA

TELEPHONE
0207 916 6206

Sometimes nothing will do but polished
Victoriana, rich dark-wood panelling,
and vast mullioned windows filtering
the afternoon light or keeping out the
night. Oh, and tasty tapas snacks,
gastropub greats, beguiling beer on
tap and a tidy wine list.

head upstairs. Calmer, quieter and
grander, it’s ideal for a serene lunch
or dinner. The interior features a piano,
pale wooden floors, linen napkins, tall
ceilings, large windows overlooking the
tree-lined street and walls lined with
graceful kitsch (think the lady with the
green face paintings).

At such moments, head to the Queens
Head & Artichoke, a discreetly charming
pub that’s a cut above. It’s on a treelined street close to Regent’s Park, and
close to, but a world away from, the
stark plate-glass office buildings of
the Euston Road. The kind of find you
return to.
The wooden tables on exposed wooden
floorboards surround the long, ornate
Victorian bar, and they tend to be
busy – it’s a magnet for a mix of local
professionals: publishing, media and
medical types (the Royal College of
Physicians is nearby). At the back of
the pub is a divine little glass-roofed
anteroom with Moroccan seating
You’ll eat the same dishes upstairs
or down, but for the bigger occasion,
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WEB
theartichoke.net

The menu changes daily, with a
good mix of Greek, Middle Eastern
and Spanish tapas and a range of
adventurous, well-presented dishes
that make choosing a challenge,
such as organic salmon & mussels
in cider papillotte, wild rice, tomato
& cucumber salsa (£12) or cassoulet
of haricot beans, sausage, mutton &
duck (£11.50). If you visit in Autumn, try
the organic sweet pumpkin filled with
red onion and stilton (£9.50); a whole
green baby pumpkin arrives on a bed
of pardina lentils – this is about as cute
as a vegetable gets.
bars close by...Dover Castle, The Kings Head

KNIGHTSBRIDGE

THE BLUE BAR

The Berkeley
Wilton Place
Knightsbridge, SW1X 7RL

TELEPHONE
0207 235 6000

The Blue Bar doesn’t take reservations,
so if you want a table, arrive early;
2005 should just about do the trick. It
is, as you’ve gathered, both hip and
compact – just 50 seats, and it feels
even more intimate. With the fruitand-cherub plaster mouldings and
almost austere blue walls, it looks a
little like a luxurious Georgian drawing
room blinged up with a crocodile-print
leather floor and a onyx bar installed
at one end. The ambience, though, is
decidedly chic, verging on the oriental,
an impression reinforced by the red
wall lamps, dark-wood-framed chairs
and bento boxes of nibbles (containing
the capital’s finest spiced cashew nuts,
we can reveal).

number of the bar’s original numbers,
mostly featuring fizz, she might point
you towards some of her favourites –
the Grape Smash (Ciroc vodka, white
and black grape muddled with vanilla
sugar and Bollinger champagne), or
perhaps the Evergreen (Zubrowka
bison grass vodka, melon liqueur,
green apple juice and ginger beer).
And yes, you’ve spotted another
theme: an array of premium vodkas
sits alongside cognacs, wines and
champagnes on the frankly opulent
(and deliciously leather-aromatic) bar
menu.

Popularity with both A-listers and
the cocktail cognoscenti means you
may have to dawdle at the bar before
being seated, but take the opportunity
to browse both the cashews and
the drinks list. If you can snare bar
supervisor Viviana, grill her for
pointers: it’s one of the few occasions
you’ll be glad you met a girl with a
taste for champagne. Creator of a

WEB
the-berkeley.
co.uk

Given the classy nature of the clientele
– it’s an ‘if you have to ask the price,
you can’t afford it’ kind of place – the
Latin beats tend to overlay the sound
of moneyed Belgravians and the
international jet-set getting gently and
genteelly sloshed. We think they know
what they’re doing.
bars close by...Zuma, Mandarin Bar
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Bottoms up! That’s it for our
first edition...
We’ll be back early next year with
issue no.2 to bring you more of
London’s best bars and pubs.
A huge thank you to all of those
fine, upstanding people who
helped get us on the road. A very
very BIG thanks to Kat Marks, Jay
Bhakta and Spike for your unlimited
support. We’d also like to thank
James Brown, Danny Treacy, Jos
Morrison, Amanda Canning, Jade
Terry, Fabrice Gordel, Lisa Holst,
Chris Clayton, Henry at William 1V,
Matt Fry, Heather Carswell, Missy
Flynn, Kirsten Leighs and Danielle
Neary.

CONTACTS

EMAIL
hello@welikeadrink.co.uk
WEB
www.welikeadrink.co.uk
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BEING A PART OF DRINK

If you’ve got one of London’s little
undiscovered gems or just run a
great bar, let us know. Just pop us
an email at hello@welikeadrink.
co.uk or call Hege Sundberg on
0753 2494 475.

DRINK ONLINE

You can also catch all of the bars
from issue no.1 online at www.
welikeadrink.co.uk

AD SALES
Hege Sundberg

0753 2494 475

